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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 182 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.4in.Pocket Edition Universal SH - Beyond dreams,
is a Novel Fiction Youth where reality and fantasy mix, witchcraft, energies and emotions between
humans and Sorciens amid strange critters and Dragonsaurs . . . Between new worlds! This story
originates from a show Dooeils realized for children recreation center, and strong of its success
both with children, teens and parents, it turned into a Roman of a new genre. Amusing and
surprising, it is ideal for everyone. synopsis: This story is the genesis of a confrontation between two
unknown species, living each in their own sphere Blue Earth Red Earth Human beings Sorciens
beings Emotions Energies While nobody of them has knowledge of the other world They occupy
without knowing it, the same place in the universe They will reign in absolute bosses, until they
discover the existence of mysterious passages, which will lead them to travel between these two
worlds paradoxically parallel. Preliminary secrets of this meeting will activate a real existential
shock, which will upset the first beings pioneers of these two worlds. Completely different in their
aspects, their...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Your way of life period will be convert the instant
you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- K evin Q uig ley
A superior quality book along with the font employed was exciting to see. It is one of the most amazing book i have got read through. You wont really feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you ask me).
-- Sa ntina Sa nfor d
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